
 

Wednesday 4th June - sorry for being out of  touch recently but 
apparently this part of  Germany has an aversion to WiFi, it is just 
impossible to get, when you ask for it you feel as if  you are 
speaking Chinese - all the hotels and restaurants have it of  course 
but will they let you use it - no way!  In the whole of  Rudesheim 
the only WiFi I can find is at an Internet cafe and they weren't 
pleasant at all! 

Anyway, enough moaning or I'll begin I to get a reputation for 
being 'grumpy'.  I have to mention at this stage that I'm really not 
very well as I have a rather bad cold or maybe the onset of  flu, it's 
been a little difficult to keep my spirits up (coughing and sneezing 
in the close confines of  a crash helmet comes with it's own set of  
issues) but one has to rise above these things doesn't one? 

We have had some brilliant riding - Rob has really done us proud,  
the roads and scenery have surpassed themselves.  Spectacular 
'hairpin' bends thoughout our circular ride, on our circular route 
in the Eifel and swooping bends to Cochem produce tingles in 
places I never new I had! 

Yesterday we arrived in Rudesheim and at the Post Hotel, ideally 
situated by the side of  the Rhine and just perfect for exploring this 
historic bustling picturesque German town and surrounding area. 


Benno's Biker Cafe 

What a great place, located 
immediately on the Rudesheim 
side of  the Rhine adjacent to the 

ferry crossing close to 
Rudesheim. 

The food was fantastic - no idea 
what we ate but is was with fries 

and very spicy - delicious. 
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I'm sorry to say that the general standard of  behavior has 
slipped somewhat, to the extent that Jean and I have felt the 
need to express our concern on more that one occasion and 
have agreed that providing we see a marked improvement - what 
happened on tour will stay on tour!  What is remarkably 
gratifying, is the fact that on this occasion Alison has behaved in 
an exemplary fashion but as we all know 'one swallow doesn't 
make a summer'! 


Terry has decided to come out of  retirement, 
he has identified a job opportunity as a male 
au pair come cleaner and has already 
acquired his workwear for the role.  Having 
acquired his new attire he decided advertise 
his services throughout the quiet and quaint 
streets of  this model German town - 
interestingly it was from the passing 
Gentlemen that the most enquiries were 
made! 




Today, Martin, Kate, Chris, Alison and I visited the Lorelei view point whilst the other embarked upon 
various other recreational pursuits - Alison and I returned to Rudesheim to explore leaving Martin, Kate 

and Chris to ride out into the local countryside.  I had assumed wrongly 
that this was to be leisurely stroll around the shops with a nice lunch 
thrown in for good measure - foolish boy!  I was taken up two separate 
cable cars and on a 5km forest hike - in the cold rain and now have the 
blisters to prove it, plus a river 
cruise which we had to wait 1 
hour 15 minutes for - I 
needed sustenance by means 

of  a rather large bowl of  ice cream to affect any modicum of  
revival!  However, we did ride in the infamous cable car 
number 76 which was used by Elvis (The King) Presley when 
he serenaded Juliet Prowse in GI Blues over the Rudesheim 
Vineyards.  As to the others, I'm sure to hear more of  their 
activities later!   

Tomorrow we set off  for Belgium, Little Switzerland and Bastogne - more later 

That's all for now & stay safe, 


John, Dad 




	 	  


      












































